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Abstract The paper describes our novel perspective on ‘searching to learn’ through col-

laborative information seeking (CIS). We describe this perspective, which motivated

empirical work to ‘orchestrate’ a CIS searching to learn session. The work is described

through the lens of orchestration, an approach which brings to the fore the ways in which:

background context—including practical classroom constraints, and theoretical perspec-

tive; actors—including the educators, researchers, and technologies; and activities that are

to be completed, are brought into alignment. The orchestration is exemplified through the

description of research work designed to explore a pedagogically salient construct (epis-

temic cognition), in a particular institutional setting. Evaluation of the session indicated

satisfaction with the orchestration from students, with written feedback indicating reflec-

tion from them on features of the orchestration. We foreground this approach to demon-

strate the potential of orchestration as a design approach for researching and implementing

CIS as a ‘searching to learn’ context.
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1 Introduction

Although information seeking is very common across a range of contexts, students—across

a broad range of ages—experience difficulties with these tasks (Walraven et al. 2008). Of

course, a part of this concern regards the skills that students have regarding the technical

aspects of information seeking—the use of Boolean operators, database selection, and so

on. However, more than this, the concern is that these skills of information seeking are

bound up with complex literacy skills; that mature internet use involves skills of sourcing,

corroborating, and integrating of claims (Rouet 2006) from across the web of complex

documents and multi-media resources. The learning sciences have thus increasingly turned

their attention to students practices of seeking and processing information (Barzilai and

Zohar 2009, 2012; Bråten and Samuelstuen 2007; Bråten and Strømsø 2006; Chiu et al.

2013; Ferguson et al. 2013; Hofer 2004; Hsu et al. 2013; Hsu 2014; Lin and Tsai 2008;

Singh et al. 2013; Tsai et al. 2012).

In this paper, we first outline our perspective on ‘searching to learn’, moving on to

particularly flag the potential of collaborative information seeking task-contexts as sites of

collaborative learning. We then present a particular learning context, in which a tool

(Coagmento) was implemented to support learning, describing how the search system

features, along with a designed work-context, foster learning. In this paper we focus on the

ways in which ‘searching to learn collaboratively’ were orchestrated through the adap-

tation and adoption of the tool for the pedagogic purpose We do this through the frame-

work of orchestration, an approach to technology-enhanced learning-design which: makes

explicit the relationship between ‘background’ features (including theory, and the practical

context of our work), ‘actors’ (those involved in the research), and ‘activities’ (the tasks

undertaken in the research, and their particular design). An orchestration approach places

particular salience on real-world contexts, and purposes, highlighting the significance of

learning-design for understanding ‘searching to learn’ contexts. In taking an orchestration

approach, rather than presenting empirical results indicating learning change, our specific

aim is to flag broad principles regarding the application of search technologies to learning

contexts, rather than taking such technologies to be ‘finished products’ absent of pedagogic

context. That is, the aim of this paper is not to present the empirical results of a research

study. Rather, it is to describe the novel application of a design process (orchestration) to a

‘searching to learn’ context that is specifically grounded in a collaborative pedagogic

model. This application is discussed with reference to evaluation of the student’s experi-

ences, and reflections from other key actors in the orchestration process.

1.1 Information seeking as learning

Earlier work (Marchionini 2006) considering the kind of search that could be characterized

as ‘searching to learn’ noted that the type of information being sought and its purpose play

key roles in the learning potential of search. Fact retrieval or ‘lookup’ searches provide

different potential for learning than does ‘Learn’ and ‘Investigate’ search—search that is

characterized as exploratory. In these exploratory searches, one must not only find an

answer (precision oriented search), but find, compare, and evaluate information (more

recall oriented search) (Marchionini 2006). Indeed, these distinctions can be associated

with Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom 1956)—a tool commonly used to analyse a hierarchy of

question types in educational contexts. For example, relatively lower level questions, such

as ‘where were the 2012 Olympics held?’ can be associated with precision-oriented
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‘lookup’ searches (Marchionini 2006). In contrast, higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy can

be associated with exploratory search, involving iterating through searches and resources,

managing multiple sources (of varying qualities), and comparative judgement of those

sources (Marchionini 2006).

Much of the search time in learning search tasks is devoted to examining and

comparing results and reformulating queries to discover the boundaries of meaning

for key concepts. Learning search tasks are best suited to combinations of browsing

and analytical strategies, with lookup searches embedded to get one into the correct

neighborhood for exploratory browsing (Marchionini 2006, p. 43).

Exploratory searches, then, ‘‘support learning [and] aim to achieve: knowledge acquisition,

comprehension of concepts or skills, interpretation of ideas, and comparisons or

aggregations of data and concepts’’ (Marchionini 2006, p. 42). It is this type of search

that we particularly focus on in this paper.

In thinking about ‘search’, then, we have come to think not only of learning to

search—i.e., induction into the skills and knowledge to work with search engines and

other systems to find information—but also searching to learn. Moreover, we intend not

just that consideration be given to the content being learned through a lookup-search

process: i.e., that in searching for information on flu shots, one comes to plug a defined

information need on that topic. Instead, we argue that through searching students can

engage in processes beyond verification of uncontentious facts, and into more socio-

cultural processes and perspectives on literacy in which knowledge is constructed in

negotiation with a particular social and information context (Knight and Littleton 2015;

Sundin and Johannisson 2005). In our view, this richer conception of search as learning

is fundamentally social in nature, studied well through the lens of collaborative infor-

mation seeking (CIS).

1.2 Collaborative information seeking as learning

A particular focus of our own interest has been in the role of collaboration, as entwined

with ‘searching as learning’. This has particular salience given that, in self-report surveys,

CIS is flagged as a prominent phenomenon in educational contexts (Amershi and Morris

2008; Ba et al. 2002; Livingstone et al. 2005; SQW 2011). However, while CIS may be

common in classroom and other learning contexts, it has been understudied in action, and

thus its potential in high quality collaborative learning may be unmet (Knight and Littleton

2016). Thus, information seeking goes beyond individuals as searchers both in that it

involves more complex information practices than query-response search systems, and

insofar as:

when we seek information, particularly on the web, we engage with a network of

linked documents with a rich set of intertextual ties; in a very real sense, reading

much of the web involves an interaction with the thoughts of many people. (Knight

and Littleton 2015, p. 5).

Collaboration in information seeking thus offers potential to expose students to a range of

resources, and perspectives on them, both through their analysis of web-based media and

through high quality dialogue which has a strong relationship to learning outcomes. In the

extant literature, the ways in which collaborative dialogue is used are noted, for example:

following the retrieval of results, but without analysis of the role of dialogue in building

shared knowledge (Yue et al. 2012); in dividing labor (Shah 2013); in understanding
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communication patterns but not content (via a count of messages sent) (Shah and

Marchionini 2010); in understanding the stage of the search process a pair has reached

(Shah and González-Ibáñez 2010).

However, as Hertzum (2008) notes, dialogue plays a crucial facilitative role in infor-

mation seeking activities motivated towards shared knowledge accumulation, suggesting

further potential for analysis of this dialogue. Hertzum thus suggests that, as collaboration

becomes closer, the shared language and knowledge should become closer, while in looser

collaboration there may be more temporary and effortful attempts to maintain this common

ground. Indeed, this collaborative dialogue is present not only at the traversal or evaluation

stages of information seeking, but in defining the information needs too (Hyldegård

2006, 2009).

It has thus been proposed that collaborative dialogue might address the challenges that

students face in information seeking tasks in which they may be ‘‘largely unable to select

appropriate search strategies (planning), check their progress (monitoring) and assess the

relevance of search outcomes (evaluating)’’ (Lazonder 2005, p. 466). In that classroom

based study, 20 pairs of students (with a mean age of 20) engaged in an information

seeking task, in which Lazonder proposed that verbalization might support self-regula-

tion, and search-negotiation. Indeed, Lazonder found that paired participants did better

and worked faster, using more sophisticated search strategies. In work developing this

line of research (Knight 2012; Knight et al. 2014; Knight and Mercer 2015, 2016) we

have explored this collaborative dialogue in classroom contexts, finding that success in

information seeking was related to the kind of dialogue the students engaged in, despite

their similar levels of prior academic attainment. As Kuiper et al. (2009) note, ‘‘…the

conditions for students working collaboratively [in information seeking] deserve atten-

tion. Our results confirm the importance of collaborative inquiry activities being more

than just ‘working together’’’, suggesting that successful groups, ‘‘showed students who

helped each other, who knew what everyone else was doing and who all shared the same

goals. This resulted in a high motivation and an accumulation of knowledge.’’ (Kuiper

et al. 2009, p. 679).

2 CIS orchestration and orchestrable technologies

There is thus a need to consider the means through which ‘[collaborative] searching to

learn’ might be supported. That need goes beyond an analysis of tools or systems available

to support collaboration. Instead, what is needed is an approach to deploying these tools

within practical learning contexts that support the pedagogic aims of the searching task.

Thus, in this paper, we describe a particular tool alongside how it has been deployed in a

pedagogically motivated context, through the lens of orchestration:

‘the process of designing and managing in real-time (including awareness and

adaptation mechanisms) the learning processes in an authentic computer-supported

learning scenario’. The responsibilities in this process are shared among a number of

actors, depending on the context (teachers, students, researchers or technologies),

who aim to pragmatically align the context’s background elements (constraints,

resources) towards a satisficing effect, shaped by their mental models, their theories

and beliefs. (Prieto et al. 2015, p. 12).
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The lens of orchestration provides a useful perspective on CIS because developing

approaches to CIS in education is not simply a matter of providing a pedagogic instruction

(qua ‘‘collaborate on this search’’), nor tool (qua ‘‘use this tool to research…’’), but an

alignment of tool, situation, and pedagogy—this context is crucial to understanding CIS in

learning contexts (Newman et al. 2016). For example, understanding the desired learning

outcomes is important in understanding the potential of CIS for learning. As Shah notes:

…if two people working together can find twice as much information as either of

them working independently, was that a good thing? How about the amount of time

they spent cumulatively? The participants may not be able to find twice as many

results, but what if they achieved better understanding of the problem or the infor-

mation due to working in collaboration? Then there are other factors, such as

engagement, social interactions, and social capital, which may be important

depending upon the application, but are usually not looked at in non-interactive or a

single-user IR evaluations. (Shah 2012a, pp. 115–116).

Thus far CIS tools have largely been described in terms of their awareness and

communication features, with little discussion given to the wider context of orchestration.

As Prieto et al. (2015) highlight, consideration of these issues is crucial for developing an

understanding of how learning technologies might be successfully adopted by individual

learners and institutions. Yet this context is crucial for the success of understanding a

system’s role in ‘searching to learn’, beyond implementation within the scope of any

particular experimental study. Prieto et al.’s model of orchestration thus took a consensus

approach, putting forward a model that was evaluated by a panel of learning technology

experts and revised based on this evaluation to focus on the key considerations in designing

and evaluating learning technologies.

In characterising ‘orchestration’, Prieto et al. (2015) thus build on Prieto et al.’s

(2011) review of the literature and conceptual framework in which eight aspects were

identified: five characterizing orchestration; and three characterizing key contextual

factors in orchestration. As Prieto et al. (2015) note, the five characterizing aspects are:

• Design: the preparation and organisation of learning activities (often performed by a

teacher) before their enactment. This aspect is clearly linked to instructional and

learning design research.

• Management: the many forms of coordination that take place during the enactment of

the learning activities: classroom management, time management, group management,

workflow management, and so on.

• Awareness: the perceptual processes aimed at modelling what is happening in the

learning situation, for example, students’ learning progress and actions: teacher

monitoring, formative and summative assessment, peer awareness, and group

awareness.

• Adaptation: the interventions or adaptations to the designed/planned learning activities,

to cope with unexpected or extraneous events, take advantage of emergent learning

opportunities, or adapt to student learning progress.

• Role of the teacher and other actors: the identification of who performs the previous

four aspects, and what the relationship is between the actors (e.g. a teacher, a

technological system, students themselves, and researchers).

(Prieto et al. 2015, p. 4).

With the three key contextual factors described as:
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• Theory: the mental models that different actors have about how the scenario should be

orchestrated: teachers’ pedagogical beliefs, attitudes and ideas about ‘what works’ in

the classroom, researchers’ own models and theories, and even student’s internal

models of how they should work within the scenario.

• Pragmatism: the intrinsic and extrinsic contextual constraints that the actors have to

cope with—compliance with the mandatory curriculum, limited amount of time

available for a lesson, need for discipline in the classroom, available economic

resources, and so on.

• Synergy: how the multiple elements present in the scenario (new technologies and

legacy tools, learning activities at different social levels, students’ prior knowledge and

learning styles) can be aligned by the orchestrators to achieve effective learning.

(Prieto et al. 2015, pp. 4–5).

They thus propose a conceptual framework, depicted in Fig. 1 and addressed in the

following sections. Figure 1, for orchestration comprising: ‘‘activities that orchestration

entails, actors that perform these activities and background that shapes the way orches-

tration is performed’’ which can ‘‘then be aligned with the intention of achieving the

desired learning effect.’’ (Prieto et al. 2015, p. 11). In this model, then, one way to consider

that alignment is in terms of each level of the model being ‘grounded on’ the lower level.

In the following sections, then, we describe how the background context of the orches-

tration, the particular actors involved, and activities developed are each drawn into

alignment.

Fig. 1 Revised conceptual framework for orchestration in learning technology research (Prieto et al. 2015,
p. 12)
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2.1 Background—describing the orchestration context

2.1.1 Theories, models, and beliefs: literacy and epistemic cognition

Dealing with the kinds of dynamic texts encountered on the internet is a core component of

literacy ‘‘Reading literacy is understanding, using, reflecting on and engaging with written

texts, in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to

participate in society.’’ (OECD 2013, p. 9). The research undertaken for this paper was

conducted in the context of an increasing focus of both educators and students on web-

based materials, with a particular theorized construct identified as the lens through which

to view the activity in this CIS context: epistemic cognition. Students’ epistemic cognition

(for an early review, see Schraw 2001, and more recently, 2013) can be conceptualized as

the lens through which students understand the information they require in order to answer

any particular question, thus, these cognitions ‘‘are a lens for a learner’s views on what is to

be learnt’’ (Bromme et al. 2009, p. 8). The seeking of particular claims and sources, their

selection, and evaluation can be seen under this lens of epistemic cognition—beliefs about

knowledge and knowing—brought to bear on information, and its relevance to particular

tasks (Bromme et al. 2009), typically characterized as in Table 1.

Epistemic beliefs are particularly salient in information seeking, with teachers with

more advanced beliefs utilizing more sophistication in their approaches to search tasks

(Tsai et al. 2011), and students with more advanced beliefs engaging in more reflection

regarding these beliefs in online information seeking (Mason et al. 2011). Specifically,

those students with more advanced beliefs gather more trustworthy sources (Anmarkrud

et al. 2014; Strømsø et al. 2011), and are more likely to focus on—and sense-make

around—reliable sites than unreliable (Goldman et al. 2012).

With recent increases in use of technology across education, there has been growing

interest in the analysis of digital traces generated through use of technologies to investigate

learning (R. Ferguson 2012), although little of the epistemic cognition work has taken such

an approach (for exceptions, see for example, Dimopoulos and Asimakopoulos 2010;

Greene et al. 2010; Hsu et al. 2013; Hwang et al. 2008; Lin and Tsai 2008; Tseng et al.

2009). Given the potential of trace data for analysis of processes of epistemic cognition,

Table 1 Dimensions of epistemic cognition

Dimension Description

Certainty of
knowledge

‘‘The degree to which knowledge is conceived as stable or changing, ranging from
absolute to tentative and evolving knowledge’’

Simplicity of
knowledge

‘‘The degree to which knowledge is conceived as compartmentalised or interrelated,
ranging from knowledge as made up of discrete and simple facts to knowledge as
complex and comprising interrelated concepts’’

Source of
knowledge

‘‘The relationship between knower and known, ranging from the belief that
knowledge resides outside the self and is transmitted, to the belief that it is
constructed by the self’’

Justification for
knowing

‘‘What makes a sufficient knowledge claim, ranging from the belief in observation or
authority as sources, to the belief in the use of rules of inquiry and evaluation of
expertise’’

Tabulated from Mason et al. (2010, p. 69); also presented in tabulated form in Knight and Mercer (2016,
p. 3)
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processes well foregrounded in our dealings with information (Hofer 2001), the work

described in this paper thus aimed to investigate the particular construct using a peda-

gogically grounded task, and a technology to support, and gather data on, work on that

task.

2.1.2 Background requirements for a tool design

As noted in the introductory sections, a particular focus of our theoretical context is the

potential of exploratory, collaborative, information seeking for learning. This search

context should be drawn into alignment with the epistemic cognition construct. As such, a

tool was required that would facilitate a CIS process, tracking trace data for the analysis of

processes of epistemic cognition. These requirements included that students should be able

to discuss (via a chat) the materials they encounter, that the tool would track their query

and page browsing, and that they would be able to write a shared written report analysis as

a ‘final product’.

A tool was thus required to support the CIS process. Several such tools exist, focusing

variously on: algorithmic mediation of search results based on collaborator activity (for

example, most recently, Böhm et al. 2016; and, FXPAL’s Cerchiamo Golovchinsky et al.

2008; and Querium Golovchinsky and Diriye 2011); awareness of searches conducted in a

classroom environment via displaying the queries on a shared screen (ClassSearch, Mor-

aveji et al. 2011; and SearchParty, Gubbels et al. 2012); recommender systems for queries

and bookmarks based on collaborators investigating similar topics (in programming)

(Bateman et al. 2013); and the support of co-located collaborative search (CoSearch,

Amershi and Morris 2008).

None of these tools provided the orchestration possibilities required in the context of

this study, involving a synchronous collaborative classroom-based task, with a shared

artefact (written report) produced, and collaborators working on separate computers. The

extant literature highlights two key features for tools in such contexts: awareness, and

communication features.

Awareness1 refers to collaborator’s awareness of each other’s activities and resources in

their ‘‘searching and sense-making processes, including the task and its context, past and

present actions, and various attributes of the information objects and the system’’ (Shah

2013, p. 3). Shah (2012a) thus proposes a taxonomy addressing four kinds of awareness

building on established work (Liechti and Sumi 2002). The first—group awareness—

concerns awareness of the group members’ activity and status; the second—workspace

awareness—concerns a space to share and create a common product; the third—contextual

awareness—concerns the task-context and the needs imposed by that context; and the

final—peripheral awareness—concerns the awareness of the individual and collective’s

information history, i.e., what they have viewed and done previously.

These awareness features may mitigate problems, such as redundant work, seen where

users are asked to search in ‘parallel’ using separate computers, but without awareness

tools (Amershi and Morris 2009). These awareness features have thus been implemented

into search tools. For example, SearchTogether (Morris and Horvitz 2007) and its exten-

sion, CoSense (Paul and Morris 2009), included features that foregrounded the query

histories, page views, and comments/ratings on those pages, by collaborators. In addition,

an instant messaging communication feature could be used to support collaborators in

dividing their search tasks, with participants preferring this additional communication tool

1 See also Sect. 4.4.3 of Shah (2012a) for a review of awareness in CIS systems.
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to automated means to divide searches (splitting search results pages, or giving different

search engines to each participant in pair).

Similarly, Shah and Marchionini’s (2010) lab-study explored two awareness conditions

in a task involving finding snippets related to a particular problem. A baseline group were

given a chat tool, with no other communication or awareness features; one condition then

also had an awareness feature indicating their own history of queries made and links

clicked, while the other could additionally see the history of queries made and links clicked

by their partner. That research indicated that the combination of communication and

group-awareness features in the third condition resulted in more unique queries and

engagement (Shah and Marchionini 2010), a claim supported by (Shah 2013).

That research has a continuing development in the browser add-on ‘Coagmento’ (Shah

2010; Shah et al. 2009). Coagmento integrates instant messaging (IM), shared query and

page history, and annotations into a browser add-on, along with a shared document space/

editor in which users may engage in collaborative writing. While each of these features

might be independently adopted (for example, via the use of google docs), their integration

into a single tool provides for an integrated experience by the end user, and a single

database for the analyst. Moreover, work on this tool reports positively on user experiences

(Shah 2012b), with the tool used extensively in research contexts, including the research

described in this paper.

2.1.3 Institutional and cultural context and constraints

The study took place at the Maastricht University School of Business and Economics,

during skills sessions for a first year Quantitative Economics class. This school is highly

selective, with a strong international representation in the student body (over two thirds of

the cohort from an international background, mostly European), and English as the primary

language of instruction. It also employs a student-centred learning approach called

‘‘problem-based learning’’ (PBL). As PBL involves small-group collaborative learning on

open-ended problems, these students are familiar with the use of collaborative learning

activities such as those used in this research. This method of curriculum design has

demonstrated outcomes, with student’s appreciating the style of learning, and gaining

improved inter-personal skills for such tasks (H. G. Schmidt et al. 2009).

There were a number of stages to the study. In a pre-lab task participants completed a

survey item (the Internet-Specific Epistemological [Beliefs] Questionnaire—ISEQ Bråten

et al. 2005; Bråten and Weinstein 2004) providing data regarding their epistemic-beliefs.

The primary tasks, comprising survey items and collaborative task, took place in a com-

puter lab within the School of Business and Economics—the lab-session. The main task

was a collaborative information seeking task involving dyads and triads searching for

information on the web and co-authoring a report. At this stage the survey items regarding

participant demographic features, and a set of feedback questions regarding the in-class

task were completed. A final component involved an ‘at home’ task, comprised of an

assessment task and a post-task feedback survey, which were to be completed at a location

convenient for the individual participant.

2.2 Actors—Who was involved in the orchestration activities?

As detailed in Table 2 the study described was conducted by researchers collaborating with

an academic-educator at a separate institution (Maastricht University), who led the

teaching context into which the research was placed. Students participated on an opt-in
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basis, for dispensation on one of the weekly tasks within the course; students who chose

not to participate in the study completed the regular assignment.

The researchers were from two separate institutions—with one team leading the

development of the project and its theorization (‘researchers’), and the other modifying a

developed tool and implementing the study design through an online platform (‘technology

researchers and developers’). Within the class context the primary researcher was present

in all sessions, with teaching assistants facilitating the class process. As such, the primary

actor—and mode of orchestration—was the tool. The researchers thus required negotiated

access both to the class-context, and to facilitate the setup of the lab-PCs (via the uni-

versity’s IT support team). The tool—comprising a browser add-on and website (described

further below)—thus became the key target in discussions regarding in the research pro-

cess, and in the classroom-research itself.

2.3 Activities—describing the activities being orchestrated

The technologies were designed to route students through the core activities, following a

process as indicated in Table 3.

2.3.1 Pre-lab

Participants in this study were in a cohort of students who have, in advance, consented to

use of their educational data, in an anonymous format, for educational and research pur-

poses, a process described in Tempelaar et al. (2012, sec. 3.2–3.3); specifically consenting

to analysis of self-report questionnaires or psychometric instruments and educational

outcomes. Students provide consent that data collected through surveys and lab activities

are used for three purposes: building an individual data set for doing an end-of-the-course

statistical project; evaluating and improving the educational design; and conducting edu-

cational research (common procedure for applying learning analytics in line with the

national privacy guidelines). In addition, participants were: informed in advance a week

prior of the study; given a briefing at the beginning of the study-session; and given both a

Table 2 Actors and roles

Actor roles Role description

Researchers Led the project designing a teaching and research exercise as described in
this paper

Academic educator Provided background context for the study site, and continuous feedback on
its implementation

Site IT support Implemented specific components of the study-design (particularly
installation of the Coagmento tool)

Teaching assistants Supported the in-class implementation of the study

Technology researchers and
developers

Developed the tool and provided research-design and technical feedback to
the researchers with regard to study implementation; provided technical
support for the in-class implementation

The Coagmento tool Used to guide users through the study, implementing much of the conceptual
and practical background context to the study

Student participants Undertook the study, engaging in the tasks provided and giving feedback on
these tasks
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paper description and full online consent form for further detail. All procedures and

materials were negotiated with our collaborator and gatekeeper at Maastricht University.

Prior to the class session, the students were informed of the research taking place, and what

it would involve. At this time, a computer lab at Maastricht University was selected, and

Firefox (Mozilla 2014) installed along with the customized Coagmento browser add-on

(Shah 2014). Participants also completed some survey items (including the ‘ISEQ’ indi-

cated in in Table 3).

2.3.2 Lab session

Before each individual study session, PCs were logged on to a generic logon, with Firefox

open, and on the ‘login’ page for the study. The browser cache was cleared and any extra

windows or programs open closed. Each PC also had a paper copy of core instructions, and

the times for each task were written on a board at the front of the room for researcher and

participant reference. Those times are given in Table 4.

Each session was facilitated by the researcher, and one lab assistant. The lab assistants

were final year undergraduate students at Maastricht who are paid to assist in computer-lab

sessions; because lab assistants rotate through sessions, occasionally two lab assistants

would be present for part of any given session. At the start of each session, the lab-assistant

outlined the context of the research study, and introduced the primary researcher to the

class. The lab assistant reminded students they could participate in one of two tasks—the

research task described in this paper, or an optional alternative task—and gave any other

course notices. The lab assistant also reminded students to primarily work in English

(which is the student’s usual practice at Maastricht). The primary researcher then intro-

duced the study in more detail, noting the three tasks—a warmup, the main task, and the at

home assessment task—and surveys to be taken. It was highlighted that the tasks would

likely be in an area the students knew little about, but that this choice was deliberate, to see

how people use tools to find and evaluate information together, and that hopefully the

information would be novel and interesting to the students. It was also noted that they

might feel like there was more information than they could deal with in the time alloted;

again this was flagged as an intentional feature of the task, noting that the participants

might need to make decisions about what resources to focus on. Students were told they

would be asked to search the internet for resources. It was indicated that the research

interest was in how people find and evaluate information together and using a tool to help

support that. At this stage and throughout the session participant questions were answered

with reference to the provided text instructions. Periodic software issues in the session

were dealt with by refreshing the sidebar, or instructing the participant to click ‘home’ to

reset the browser add-on and reload the active task.

Table 4 Lab-session timings

Time Activity

0–5 Introduction to session from lab-assistants and primary researcher

5–10 Login, consent, basic familiarization with the CIS tool (Coagmento)

10–20 Warmup task (3 min warning given at end)

20–65 Main task (10 min warning given at end)

65–75 Post-task survey
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Following the introduction to the session students were given logins for the research-

website, using separate PCs (seated roughly back to back), with a userID (used as the

primary identifier throughout the research) and simple password; as part of the login

process students gave their Maastricht student ID twice (matched to ensure no typo-

graphical errors). On login participants were instructed to read a briefing sheet and tick a

box to confirm consent to participate, and then to make use of the instructions to continue

on the tasks. Consent granted permission to Maastricht University to share data with the

Open University team, and incorporated the standard terms of use of Coagmento (http://

www.coagmento.org/terms.php) including the collection of browser-data (which was

specifically verbally noted, separately included in the consent details, with a link to the

Coagmento terms also provided).

Once participants had passed the consent pages, the first task presented was a ‘warmup’

task—three short fact-retrieval questions as indicated below—proving a period in which

partners could familiarize themselves with the tool and each other. For this warmup task,

each question for each pair was populated with a randomly selected country from a pre-

created list, to minimize the risk of copying the answers of those seated nearby.

Please type the answers to the following three prompts in your Task Pad (click in the

bar at the top of the browser). You may use the internet to find the answers.

• In 2010 what was the educational expenditure per primary student in [XXX] as a % of

GDP?

• In 2010 what was the total health expenditure as a % of GDP in [XXX]?

• How much (in US dollars) does a big mac cost in [ZZZ]?

If you find the warmup taking too long (over 10 min) but you feel you’re now com-

fortable with using Coagmento, you should move on to Task 1.

During this slot, the lab assistant and primary researcher addressed any queries, and

assisted participants in identifying the various functions of Coagmento and the research-

website. Specifically, participants were reminded to open their sidebar to view the ‘chat’

and queries of their partner, shown where the ‘task pad’ was located to write their answers,

and shown the ‘home’ and ‘active task’ buttons so they could get back to the question

prompt. The task pad was pre-populated with some guidance text for its use. Towards the

end of this slot the ‘submission’ button was highlighted to participants, noting that both

partners in the team would need to click ‘submit’ in order to move on to the main task.

Participants were given a 3 min warning, and encouraged to submit after 10 min on this

task. The researcher and lab assistant ensured all participants started the main task with

minimal difference, and participants spent approximately 45 min on this task, receiving a

10 min warning before the end of that slot. The session ended with a short (less than

10 min) exit questionnaire. At the end of each session the procedure described above was

followed to setup for the following group.

2.3.3 Task design

The extant literature in collaborative information seeking, and epistemic cognition, has

tended towards pre-assigned tasks which cover particular aspects of topics or attend to a

particular range of sources—for example involving finding as much information on a

particular theme as possible (but with little analysis of that information), or selecting

information from pre-assigned sources of varying quality. A key distinction emerging from

the epistemic cognition literature is between ‘summarizing’ and ‘argument construction’

tasks—i.e., tasks in which participants must summarize documents, versus those in which
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they must build an argument around them (Bråten and Strømsø 2009). Relatedly, in the

information seeking literature, a systematic review of the literature (Wildemuth and Freund

2012) on eliciting exploratory search notes suggests some key lessons for task design:

1. Tasks should be focused on learning and investigation.

2. Context and situation should be specified but the topic or request may introduce

enough ambiguity and open-endedness to produce exploratory behaviors.

3. Multiple facets should be included in the task and search topic.

4. Possibility for eliciting dynamic and multi-stage search should be considered; in some

cases tasks can be written to provoke this, but this will not always be the most

appropriate approach.

5. Data collection and evaluation should be aligned with the goals of the task

These lessons provide key context for orchestrating learning episodes in search con-

texts. In the research described in this paper two themes were selected: One using multiple

pre-selected documents (the MDP task), and the second involving searching for infor-

mation on the internet (the CIS task). Topics with conflicting perspectives and a variety of

source-qualities were sought to foreground participant’s commitments to varying source-

content qualities. A topic was identified which:

1. Provided a focused topical research area which could be studied in isolation, within a

1 h session;

2. Was not a topic that was high profile or/and large scale controversies (such as climate

change, or genetically modified crops, both of which receive a lot of press coverage);

3. Had a variety of source-types and qualities referring to it, from varying perspectives.

The topic of ‘red yeast rice’ was selected based on its presence under the sub-category

of ‘Medical controversies’ in Wikipedia’s Scientific controversies category. This case was

identified as interesting because:

1. Using search engines to seek information on health issues, such as use of food

supplements, is a common issue (See, for example: use of Wikipedia, Heilman et al.

2011; survey data, Horgan and Sweeney 2012; and log data, Schmidt 2012) and

requires evaluation of claims from across various types of sources;

2. The Wikipedia article on ‘red yeast rice’ is not particularly high quality (it is rated ‘b-

class’ in the ‘alternative medicine WikiProject’ quality scale). Monascus purpureus (its

scientific name) does not receive a rating on any relevant scientific or medical

WikiProject scales (but is a stub article, i.e. it is very short);

3. Search engine results pages show varying results for queries on ‘red yeast rice’ and

monascus purpureus;

4. The controversy is largely around restrictions and side effects (i.e. it is uncontroversial

that the substance has a medical effect, although risks and scope of those effects are

disputed).

Further research indicated a range of materials published on the topic, with three key

themes identified (that red yeast rice should be treated as a statin; second that the con-

centration levels of the active ingredient vary; and third that some samples have been

contaminated with citrinin). Again, the potential set of documents participants might

encounter in researching the assigned topic offers conflicting information from sources of

varying quality, with a range of sub-topics present. As such, the topic provided offers a

good seed for probing students’ abilities to extract, integrate and evaluate information from

across sources.
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In prior work (Anmarkrud et al. 2014; Bråten et al. 2014) students were given six texts

to read (on the cancer-risks of mobile phones) with conflicting perspectives and varying

source-feature trustworthiness, with the framing prompt to:

Imagine that a close friend has told you that she experiences discomfort when using

her mobile phone. She has asked you for advice and you have searched the Internet

for information about the topic. The search resulted in six results… (Anmarkrud

et al. 2014, p. 5; Bråten et al. 2014, p. 18).

The participants were instructed to read the six ‘search results’ over 40 min, in order to

provide their friend with ‘‘well-grounded advice’’. They were then given an essay prompt,

to address in 20 min, without access to the source-documents:

You are now going to write a brief report where you judge the health risk of cell

phone use. Base your report on the texts that you just read and try to express yourself

clearly and elaborate the information—preferably in your own words. Justify your

conclusions by referring to the sources you have been working with. (Anmarkrud

et al. 2014, p. 4; Bråten et al. 2014, p. 15)

Building on the task design used in that research, the task prompt for the research was

written to foreground student’s understanding of knowledge claims, and support for those

claims. For example whether they corroborated, emphasized source features and source-

credibility, or evaluated source-content and methods used in sources. Thus, students were

not asked to ‘‘refer to the sources you have been working with’’, but instead asked to

‘‘Produce a summary of the best supported claims you find and explain why you think they

are.’’ The aim of these instructions is to guide the participants in their task, encouraging

them to explain their decision processes as they go, while not directing them in particular

to either sourcing via corroboration or authority (and explanations thereof). The text below

thus gives the full task instructions used in the research: For this task you will be

researching the safety of ‘Red Yeast Rice’

For this task you will be researching the safety of ‘Red Yeast Rice’

Your task is to act as an advisor to an official within the science ministry. You are

advising an official on the issues below. The official is not an expert in the area, but

you can assume they are a generally informed reader. They are interested in the best

supported claims in the documents. Produce a summary of the best supported claims

you find and explain why you think they are. Note you are not being asked to ‘‘create

your own argument’’ or ‘‘summarise everything you find’’ but rather, make a

judgement about which claims have the strongest support.

You and your partner should work together to find relevant materials on the internet.

You should:

Read the questions/topic areas provided, these will require you to find information

and arguments to present the best supported claims, you should decide with your

partner which are best as you read.

Group information together by using headings in the Editor

You should work with your partner to explain why the claims you’ve found are the

best available
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You should spend about 45 min on this task

The official has heard that French officials have raised some concerns about the

safety of ‘Red Yeast Rice’ and potential contamination, and would like a briefing on

its potential risk.

2.3.4 Post-lab

At the end of the lab-session week, all participants were emailed (by the course leader and

Maastricht collaborator) with a link to the second (at home) task, and asked to complete it

within a week. This task involved logging in (using their Maastricht student ID), com-

pleting a training exercise or diagnostic assessment, followed by marking two peers’

outputs in sequence, and then finally marking their own collaboratively authored output

(self-assessment). This was followed by a short feedback survey, after which participants

were thanked for taking part, and informed all tasks had been completed.

Following the second task, all participants were sent a debrief sheet giving further

details of the study and inviting them to contact the researcher if they had any further

questions. They were also sent a link to access the feedback from the assessment exercise

at this time, and informed that they should contact the researcher or course leader if any

feedback was inappropriate.

3 Orchestrating CIS through use of a software tool

Coagmento was used to orchestrate the collaborative searching to learn process in this

research. Coagmento was designed with CSCL and CSCW literature in mind in addition to

the CIS requirement that it support the logging and sharing of search queries, aligning well

with the orchestration background requirements noted above. As indicated in Fig. 2,

Coagmento thus comprises: a query logger; a bookmark and ‘snippet’ tool to clip and share

short website excerpts; a ranking tool to rank queries and bookmarks; tagging for book-

marks; a chat tool. In the standard version of Coagmento, these datasets are associated with

‘projects’ that users may join and leave. However, these projects may be pre-created and

populated with group members, such that on logging into Coagmento the users are

assigned to groups with access to only a single default project (a key orchestration feature

for this research). In addition to the end-user data as described, Coagmento tracks page

views during browsing, and text copied within the browser (thus meeting a key contextual

factor: research projects require access to data for analysis).

In order to deploy the study, a website was designed to guide participants through each

stage—from logging in at the start of the lab-session, to completion of the at home task.

For the lab-session, students were required to login to the website, and could then make use

of a browser add-on (Coagmento) which was required for some stages of the task. The add-

on consisted of a toolbar (along the top of the browser screen), and a sidebar (along the

right-hand side of the browser screen). Functions in this add-on became active/inactive

depending on the task-stage. For the at home element students were not required to use the

browser add-on (and could use the browser of their preference), simply logging into the

website using their student ID instead. The modified version of Coagmento thus provided:
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1. A set of menus via a toolbar, as in Fig. 2b:

a. ‘Home’ which takes participants back to the main introductory page (from which

they can navigate forward)

b. ‘System Guide’ which gives participants some instructions on using Coagmento

c. ‘Snip’ which allows participants to create a shared copy of any ‘‘snipped’’ text

from a webpage

Fig. 2 Coagmento Screenshots (from top: a A full screen display from a browser window; b The tool bar
element; c Sidebar with Chat displayed; d Sidebar with Snippets displayed)
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d. ‘Task pad’ which takes participants to the shared editor for the task-stage they are

at

e. ‘Active Task’ which opens a popup of the instructions for the stage they are

currently on

2. A set of interaction interfaces via a sidebar, as in Fig. 2c, d:

a. A ‘Chat’ tab for the collaborators within any group, automatically using and

storing their Coagmento login usernames

b. A ‘History’ tab, which displays the searches and snippets of the user and their

collaborator (note only ‘Snippets’ are displayed in Fig. 2c, in the live version the

Sidebar displayed ‘Searches’ as default, with ‘Snippets on an additional tab next to it)

c. A ‘Submit’ button, used to submit the answers at the end of the warmup and main

task—the button asked participants to confirm with their partner (in the chat) and

once confirmed, the page would reload with the subsequent task displayed.

4 Evaluating the orchestration of CIS

A number of approaches were taken to evaluate the orchestration of this collaborative

information seeking for learning session. Importantly, while prior work has tended to focus

on surface-level outcomes such as the number of results found, or chat messages

exchanged, in learning contexts features related directly to learning artefacts or processes

should be assessed (Knight 2015). The primary analysis of these features is reported

elsewhere (Knight 2016; Knight et al. 2017), indicating that although differences could be

identified in both process and quality of artefact produced between the pairs, drawing

relationships between log-data analyses and artefact-outcomes was challenging.

In addition to explicit evaluation of the learning artefacts, students also completed a

feedback evaluation of their experience in the orchestrated tasks, as indicated in Table 5.

Analysis of this data shows generally positive levels of satisfaction regarding the collab-

oration, with a more neutral response to the task generally, and the browser add-on. Across

all measures, large standard deviations can be observed (from 1.94 to 2.11), implying

group differences in responses to the questions.

Correlational analysis, reported in Table 6 (using Pearson’s method) on pair-mean

scores (i.e. the average ratings given to, for example, task satisfaction) and individual

scores indicated relationships between:

• task satisfaction and ratings of browser add-on intuitiveness, suggesting that those who

found Coagmento more intuitive to use also found the task more satisfying;

Table 5 Feedback measures
M SD N

Collaboration satisfaction (1–10)

7.32 2.11 296

Task satisfaction (1–10)

6.06 1.94 296

Intuitiveness of browser add-on (1–10)

6.61 2.02 296
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• collaborative satisfaction and task satisfaction, suggesting that those who found the

collaboration more satisfying also found the task more satisfying (or the converse)

perhaps because their collaboration increased task satisfaction, or because those more

satisfied with the task were more likely to engage in satisfying collaboration;

• finding the add-on intuitive, and partner agreement, perhaps indicating the success of

the awareness features of Coagmento in groups scoring higher on these items,

• add-on intuitiveness appears to be weakly correlated with search experience, indicating

that those who rate their search skills higher also found the add-on more intuitive.

Pointing to the potential of tasks and technologies such as those used in this research is

the participant written feedback, which was generally positive in nature. Visual inspection

of the written feedback indicated a number of issues encountered with the use of the

browser add-on (particularly, that the chat function was slow), with some issues raised by

different participants as positive or negative points. For example, in line with quantitative

measures of task-satisfaction some participants expressed that they enjoyed the collabo-

rative element of the task with some particularly noting the use of the collaborative text

editor as beneficial, while others expressed a preference for working alone on such tasks.

Similarly, others indicated that a topic of more direct interest (or relevance) to them and

their studies would be preferred, while a smaller number explicitly noted enjoying the

different topic and appreciating that it was a topic few people in the classes would know

about. In both tasks some participants also flagged the time constraints imposed; however

these were introduced as a design decision serving both a pragmatic ends (to keep the task

within a single session) and an experimental one (to ensure prioritisation of activity was

necessary).

In the case of task design, some participants indicated that the task instructions could

have been more explicit. This was sometimes specifically noted in the context of the

assessment tasks, which were the stage at which the assessment criteria were made explicit

through the use of the rubric. As noted in the discussion of the assessment development,

previous research indicates that use of a rubric at both the task-completion and task-

assessment time is optimal, and indeed some participants indicated that they did in fact

evaluate sources; one participant said:

Also we didn’t know the criteria so we didn’t take a look at sources, source eval-

uation and making it into a coherent piece of information. We didn’t do this so we

had really little point on it which is a pitty (sic) because it would have been easy

points for us since we did use the spurces (sic) and in our head evaluated them.

(general feedback, UID 493).

However, in this research a core interest was to explore between-group learning

differences. Certainly exploring nuance in task design, instructions and assessment criteria

is important. However, grounded in the orchestration background, the research reported

gave the instruction to provide the ‘‘best supported claims’’ and ‘‘explain why’’; the

research interest, then, is precisely in understanding how participants interpret such

instructions, and what information they provide to support their claims (their epistemic

commitments around claim selection, provision of sourcing information, and connection of

inter and intra-textual ties). Following on from this initial work, further research should

investigate the potential of varying instruction types on within and between-group

differences in task behavior.
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Cutting across the participant feedback were two implementation issues related to

pragmatic concerns about the research context and background. These in part relate to the

need to minimize disruption and keep experimental time to a maximum of a single session:

1. Participants had a short period to familiarize themselves with Coagmento, primarily

through the instructions at the beginning, and the warmup task, with a self-report

control item regarding how intuitive they found the browser add-on

2. Participants had a short period to familiarize themselves with their partner, many of

whom were not well known previously. Again the use of the warmup task provided a

short period of familiarization session, with self-report items controlling for their prior

familiarity with the partner, and level of agreement with them

Alternative designs (e.g. multi-session tasks) and self-selected groups may alter the

feedback, and lead to differing task behaviours. A longer project involving use of CIS tools

with a sustained partner would provide an interesting site for future research. Moreover,

given quantitative feedback regarding the browser add-on was largely positive, a longer

period of familiarization may offer limited gains.

5 Conclusion

This paper illustrates CIS as a key element of ‘searching to learn’, demonstrating the

potential of orchestration as a lens on to research and teaching designs for understanding

CIS as learning. To return to Prieto et al.’s (2015) five aspects of orchestration, the research

described in this paper involved:

• Design: The design of learning activities by the researcher, within the context of the

particular institutional setting (and learning context).

• Management: The management of groups into dyads/triads (manually), whose activity

was then facilitated via the Coagmento tool, targeted at the designed tasks which were

presented through a workflow system developed to work with the Coagmento tool and a

website.

• Awareness: Awareness of student activity, captured via Coagmento, and surveys at

various stages. Awareness was also a key feature built into the Coagmento tool, to

support the CIS processes.

• Adaptation: In the designed pedagogic context, the tool was adapted to meet the needs

of the particular task—including a process to guide students through that task, and

classroom based support provided to students by the teaching assistants.

• Role: The research was designed such that the technology (Coagmento and its partner

website) took on the key role—guiding students through the stages of their activities

and providing communication and awareness tools for them (and the researchers data

collection). While researchers and TAs were on hand to support the students if

problems arose, the system was designed to require minimal expert support ‘in room’

for supporting the research/teaching activity.

The three key contextual factors have framed these orchestration aspects, specifically:

• Theory: We have demonstrated how research in epistemic cognition and information

seeking has framed the task design and implementation of Coagmento. In particular,

epistemic cognition research was drawn on to design the tasks, providing requirements

for the ways in which Coagmento could be designed, and used in class contexts.
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• Pragmatism: We have described the ways in which practical considerations—including

the PBL context at Maastricht, the limited class time, the need to use Firefox for

Coagmento, and the research needs of the study—have shaped our implementation

• Synergy: We have drawn together these contextual factors and orchestration aspects in

describing the way in which Coagmento acted as an agent to direct student and

researcher/teaching activity.

Evaluation of the orchestration session indicates that students generally found the

experience productive, and were satisfied with the tool and task design. The orchestration

brought into alignment the particular background context of the institutional setting and

learning theory, with a number of actors engaged in both the design and implementation of

activities undertaken by the students. Although the orchestration was perceived to be

successful by the students and other actors, it also highlighted the complexities of working

together on an innovative CIS task with actors across different fields of expertise, with

significant commitments of resources (particularly time) for implementation of even a

relatively small orchestration of one CIS learning activity in this authentic context.

The paper thus illustrates the potential (and limitations) of CIS tools for such orches-

tration, highlighting some of the design decisions made and their practical implementa-

tions—going beyond reporting typical in research studies. In particular we note the

importance of aligning background (including practical, and theoretical context), actors

(including the design of the software), and the activities, and the potential of the orches-

tration frame to support this. The practical nature of the orchestration framework provides

an approach to designing studies in authentic contexts, that can have impact in those very

contexts. We thus flag the potential of orchestration in design of ‘real world’ tasks, moving

beyond lab-based studies. While further work is required to develop additional pedagogic

models of ‘search as learning’, and particularly the role of collaboration in that learning,

this paper offers a way to frame the complex design decisions taken in such research tasks.

The paper indicates the ways in which ‘searching to learn’, may be orchestrated through

CIS which addresses pedagogically salient background context.
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